
A RECONSTRUCTION OF I.G., JJZ, 1628 

(PLATE 74) 

S INCE the discovery in Peiraieus in 18341 of the first group of inscriptions con- 
ItJ taining the records of the E1TtEX-pa't rwtV vECptav, one of the continuing obstacles 
to the understanding of their contents and nature as monuments of the Second 
Athenian Confederacy has been the difficulty of identifying all the fragments of each 
document and establishing accurately its physical character.2 During the current year 
I have had the opportunity of subjecting these inscriptions to the closest possible 
scrutiny in the hope at least of clarifying the evidence, and at most of reaching new 
conclusions with adequate documentation. The effort has not been fruitless, largely, I 
am sure, because the conditions under which I worked were very nearly ideal.3 

' Almost all that we know of the circumstances of the discovery has been set out in the letter 
of Ludwig Ross to August Bockh that has been included in the foreword of the latter's Urkunden 
ilber das Seewesen des Attischen Staates, Berlin, 1840, pp. viii-xii. Ross describes there the 
discovery of the quadrangular Late Roman or Byzantine portico during the excavation of the 
foundation of a modern building on the south side of Kantharos harbor. On the inner side of this 
portico was found a series of marble catch-basins whose connecting water channels had been made 
from these inscribed slabs. This re-use has proved helpful in reassembling the fragments into 
individual stelai, since the continuation of the hollow gutters on the backs of most of the fragments 
provides an important criterion for recovering their original positions. See below, pp. 249-250 and 
Figure 1. 

2 Bockh, op. cit., pp. 1-2, was much exercised by this problem. From his experience with 
inscriptions of other types and periods he was well aware that at Athens more than one document 
might be published on a single stone, or a long text might be continued through several surfaces 
of one or more stones in various spatial arrangements. Two conditions aggravated his difficulties. 
First, these texts proved to be very repetitive, thus reducing the number of distinguishing char- 
acteristics. Second, he was working wholly from the copies and notes of Ludwig Ross and, in a 
very few cases, one or two others, so he had no personal acquaintance with the stones themselves. 
The remarkable work that he produced is a testimony to his acumen and diligence. Subsequent 
efforts have largely built on Bockh's foundation. Ulrich Kohler worked in the presence of the 
stones, comparing previous texts with what he himself could read, achieving good results for his 
publication of this class of lists (which by then numbered twenty-seven entries) in Inscriptiones 
Graecae, IL, 789-812. He had, however, encountered difficulties in the working conditions in the 
" Theseion," where the inscriptions were then kept, and he mentions this in his preface to the class. 
The republication of this group by J. Kirchner in Inscriptiones Graecae, II2, 1604-1632, although 
it included two fragments not known to Kohler, did not depend on autopsy and added little to the 
work of those on whom he depended. 

3 I am very grateful for the time and facilities that I have been generously afforded by the 
individuals and institutions that have made my work possible and pleasant. The financial support 
of the Olivia James Travelling Fellowship administered by the Archaeological Institute of America, 
sabbatical leave from Case Western Reserve University, the hospitality of Associate Membership 
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The purpose of this article is two-fold. Primarily I wish to report a new join 
that I have made to the known fragments of I.G., II2, 1628 (EM 10384), the state- 
ment of inventory and vrapa68oo- of the supervisors of the dockyards in the archonship 
of Chremes, 326/5; through this join we may now calculate the original size of the 
stele that bore the text. Secondly, while working on this problem I have discovered 
parts of headings on the re-used backs (originally, of course, the fronts) of this 
stele and another, I.G., II2, 1631 (EM 10382); this discovery, when combined with 
the other evidence now available, leads me to conclude that this entire class of texts 
was opisthographic.4 

Eugene Schweigert properly located Agora Inv. No. I 5419 at the base of cols. 
b and c of I.G., I2, 1628 (EM 10384), and published the new fragment whose text 
continues the list of " hanging equipment " for rErpr4pevg that the oXuX-qral of 326/5 
were transferring to their successors.! EM 10384a (I.G., 12, 1630) is part of the 
same document and joins firmly with the bottom surface of Agora Inv. I 5419, so 
concluding column b of I.G., 12, 1628, and continuing uninscribed to the preserved 
bottom of the stele (P1. 74, c).' Since I have many new readings to offer for the 
Agora fragment, I present here the complete textual unit from line 323 of I.G., 12, 
1628, columns b and c, across both joins. I have restricted my commentary to neces- 
sary explanations of the new readings. 

of the American School of Classical Studies at Athens, the cooperation of the staff at the Epi.- 
graphical Museum under the direction of Mrs. Peppa-Delmouzou, and the encouragement of my 
colleagues, D. W. Bradeen, M. F. McGregor, and E. Vanderpool, who frequently gave their time 
for consultation and discussion, contributed substantially to my work. 

4 I have recovered numerous readings in almost every one of these texts, in addition to new 
joins and associations. I believe that the only satisfactory method of presenting these results will 
be in a comprehensive republication of the texts in a single volume. At the moment, however, a 
prompt statement of results is due interested scholars: I.G., II2, 1604 (EM 10394) and 1605 
(EM 10384 r) are very probably two parts of the same stele; 1613 (EM 10392) and 1614 (EM 
10390) have been joined and form the upper and lower parts respectively of a stele 1.91 m. in height; 
1615 (EM 7971), 1618 (EM 10391), 1619 (EM 10388, now lost), and 1617 (EM 10389) are 
four parts of a single document of which the last probably forms the lower right corner and the 
first three, firmly joined by their texts and physical characteristics, present the left half of the 
text higher on the stele; 1620 (EM 4656) and 1621 (EM 10387) are from a single stele and should 
be dated together, probably in 348/7. 

5 Hesperia, IX, 1940, No. 43, pp. 343-345. Schweigert also published the only other recent 
additions to this class of inscriptions (five fragments bearing Agora Inventory Nos. I 2012a, b, c, 
I 2542, and I 3227) in Hesperia, VIII, 1939, pp. 17-25, where he argued that they belonged to a 
copy of I.G., II2, 1611 (EM 10393) that had been set up in the Agora. 

6 B6ckh, op. cit., pp. 30, 416-417, considered it likely that I.G., II2, 1630 (his document XII), 
was a part of his documents XIII (I.G., II2, 1628) or XIV (I.G., II2, 1629) because of its contents 
and the character of its script, but he could not make a better case for one than the other, nor has 
anyone else subsequently. Note the roughening on the face of I.G., II2, 1630 (P1. 74, c, bottom) 
where it was to be inserted into a socket of its base. Similar marks are visible on several other frag- 
ments of this class where they preserve the lowest extremities of the stelai. 
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326/5 NON-ITOIX. 
Col. b Col. c 

TrETp-pCtV GKEVQ KIpEpa [ora] 

1rapeXa/3ouEV K'at aKuEL [Aa] 

325 /o3JEEV Ev VE(OpLOV9 

v1rotcoJ,aTaEITL TETP - ___ 
e , , F 1 
?O-TLcaEITL TETp~7) L-- - 

irapapv,u.raa XEV [Ka] 

t ET-pip: A [- -] 
330 wrapapvikara Tpt [Xtva] 

Ett TET-p)p7t [---] 

KaTa/XrjaTaEa lrT [N TETp ---] 

TOI1TEMa TETP ---] 

EKaYTrn)s KaXA)L [ )vj 
335 p,rqp 4i ara: A[PII] 

t6viaTas 8vo [: ayKoKtvav] 
8vXrX[v: ,r68as] 8vo vacat 
[V'] [Erp] aq vo: XaXtvov [Kat ITcapEXa']/O01LEV iTapa 

[ayKv~] pas E'ITL TEp): A III [ vepko] ' ElTqTLX7-) [v] 
340 [oxot ] vtaE E7 TE r p?lprtS: Pllll 445 Tc' [v e4' LHy] ',ovos 3apXOV [T] Q 

Kat irapa Tactov KpE/ja AA [AlFIFII I]: I oVTo wrape8' 

rYTcov a7rEXa0/3oLEV tEV [vEco] pitw)V E,rTqLEX-q 

'Apt-TOKXEt8OV TOV OpaWVKXEOV raO [ro]a g r 'AvrTLKXE'OVA g 

MEX<t>rE`co, vacat apxQ [vT] os 

vacat vacat 
345 v'-o;cpara E' TET/ [r]E r 

Fta-raE TET7p)qp7 [[t] r: 
irapapv/.LaTa XEVKa 

E2TL TETp?1p'1: 

iTapapv,ua [r] a rptXtva 

350 E rErp7)p7)tg: P 
KaTa/83X?'ara EiT TE'Tprp: r 
T0oTEME EITL TE'Tr?7p)t F' 

EKa [cr] T?r7 KaX&AcJL&v / urapv APIra 
uavag ovo: aVKOtvav 

355 8t&rXv: iro8ag ovo 
virEpa 8v'o: XaXtvov 

ayKvpag EIrT TETp-qp?1Lg: F' 
[a]Xotvta Ew1rEp7p r 
Ek EKao-TT7vl oKTroaKrVXa 
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360 1111: Ey&dKTvXa: ti11 
KaI lTapE3o/Ev Ev vE(opXtcW 

cTKE1VI7 KpE [u] a [cr] rd ErpTp? v 
vioroC4,uara E7rt rerp 'p: Al It 
hrr[t]a a rErpr)fYqLe:T A lit 

365 rapapv/para XEVKa 

EIfl TETX7)?7L9t Alit 

rapapvf.LaTa 'ptXtva 

Ert rerp7)pru: Alit 
Kara/X qu arTa 

370 Ort IErpps: A lit 
ToEta IOrt ErETpr7p77t): Al It 
EKaCrT7)1 KaXoIt &V 

,pt4Lara: A r I II 
qcavwraq 8vo: a/yKowvav 

375 &TX 7v: vor8aq &v 

VrEpag 8vio: XaXLvov 

ayKvpaS EIT TETp-7p-q: Alit 
[o-Xotvia] E7TtTETp-Rp'r: - -] 

[vacat] 
Ka 1y[apEXd6]/3ouEv 

380 Kara3,E [fiXA'uevov v7rEp rptu] 

povs a<p>yi% [wov :- -] 

,Ov A1La8oV ---K-Kat cvv] 

rpI,papXov Alo[XpaTov] 

lIo1qKXE'Vov 'Avay [vp co-cv] 
385 VrrTP r7-1 7ptupoVS n coS] 

Oetkv rq' o'vopa At'av 
rEaa lcau/Aov 'poyov 
MOuO wapEXa,8o/uEv 

Kara,8,E/8X-7,uEV0oV 

390 a7ro8E&raKt rovg E7r [] 

EVtOVKPIrOV a'pXOvr [oS] 

vacat 

COMMENTARY ON THE TEXT 

Line 323: For easy reference to the existing publication, I have continued the 
line numbers of the text of I.G., 112, 1628, columns b and c, although the addition of 
the fifty-one new lines of the joined fragments disrupts the older sequence beyond 
line 338. In column c an adjusted system would enumerate the final entry as lines 
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504-510 rather than 453-459 as in the present text. The adjustment will be made in 
my comprehensive study of these documents. 

Line 326: Here and elsewhere there is more than one possibility as the abbrevi- 
ation of rcrppr s. 

Line 337: 8vo is the first line on Agora Inv. I 5419. Its last is the completion of 
line 379, which is the first on EM 10384a. 

Line 352: There are several slight traces of color (see note on lines 357-363) 
that might be parts of single units following the P'; since they are ambiguous and 
the context suggests r, I have discounted them as accidental. 

Line 354: The reading a'vKoovav seems certain, but compare line 374 for the 
normal spelling. 

Lines 357-363: I have recovered many new readings from the stone, as well as 
confirming or emending lines previously restored, by utilizing one of the character- 
istics of the fragment. It has acquired a rust-colored deposit in the cracks, scratches, 
and letter strokes; this becomes more readily visible after the stone has been 
thoroughly wet and has begun to dry. At this stage the contrast between the natural 
gray of the Hymettian marble and the orange to dark-brown deposit is greatest. 
Schweigert read almost nothing here, apparently because he was relying on the use 
of charcoal to bring up the letters; it must rather have obscured the valuable contrast 
in coloring. On his photograph in Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 344, the shaded area where 
the charcoal had been applied is clearly visible. 

Line 360: Both sets of numerals and y8a6KrvXa are clear, but between the fourth 
numeral stroke and the epsilon are a few traces of what may be a letter or two or 
punctuation and random marks. They are not conclusively letters, hence I have pre- 
ferred punctuation alone on the pattern of lines 586-587 (old numbers) of this 
inscription. If the conjunction Kact intervened here, as in I.G., 12, 1627, lines 121-132, 
it was extremely crowded. Compare I.G., II2, 1629, 425-441 and 1061-1063. In the 
latter passage a better restoration of the last part of line 1062 is IIII: [Ey], the spelling 
that seems to have been favored in that document. 

Line 378: The spacing of the letters and the punctuation preserved at the end 
confirm the presence of a numeral (AI I?) followed by one vacant line before the new 
entry in line 379. 

Lines 379-380: The new text across the join now requires several changes in 
K6hler's restoration (I.G., II, 810, adopted by Kirchner, I.G., 12, 1630). The widely 
spaced ],/3o1LEv on Agora Inv. I 5419 seems to preclude the reading of more than one 
letter, and I have rejected even that, between Kar and 'r [apEX6],/opEv. The spacing at 
this point on the stele is consistently generous. The lower tips of hastas in the third 
and fourth positions in this line are consonant with the later spacing. I have identified 
them as t and X respectively. In line 380 there are clear traces of the lower left corner 
of the epsilon in the sixth position. This requires the perfect KaTa/E,8/3X,E'vov (in 
agreement with apyvptov), which is repeated in line 389. 
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Lines 381-382: The mason realized his error in the spelling of dpyip&ov and tried 
to transform his beta into the required rho by making its upper half much deeper than 
the rest, but he was unsuccessful in obscuring the superfluous strokes. A number of 
drachmai followed a&pyvptov, then punctuation, after which the beginning of the 
primary debtor's name concluded the line. For the use of the accusative to list the 
debtors, see lines 527-551 (old numbers) of this inscription. Compare also I.G., 112, 
1612, column d, passim; 1627, 368-395; 1629, 1004-1029, especially 1007 where 
punctuation both precedes and follows the name; 1631, 233-251. The syntax of these 
passages leaves something to be desired. 

Now that there is a firm reckoning point at the lower edge of this stele as a 
consequence of the new join, it is necessary to determine how closely the present 
dimensions approximate the original size of this stele.7 Since this depends on the 
extent to which it may have been trimmed for its re-use, a few general remarks on 
that subject will clarify the relevant evidence. 

| 1 ~~~~,615 PRES ERVE D l 
- 

- i~~~~ 
1,00 - - , ,, 

o ,Jo ,20 30 40 50 
,59- - '* s - I W.8.D.,JR.-1968 

CMS. 

FIG. 1. Section of EM 10382 (I.G., II2, 1631) showing original size. 

As mentioned above,8 most of the extant fragments had been converted into 
water channels which measure about 0.45 m. in width in their finished form,9 with 
a gutter approximately 0.25 m. wide and 0.055 m. deep hollowed out through the 
length of its upper surface. Figure 1 provides a section of the one of these stelai 
(EM 10382) that shows most clearly the way in which it was re-used. The slab 
was chiselled and broken apart down the middle, then each half was further dressed 
to produce, in this case, about 2.13 m. of guttering. Now that the preserved parts of 

7 The present height is 2.12 m. including the added fragments. The maximum width is 0.626 m. 
(0.268 m. below the present upper edge). The present thickness is 0.103 m. at the top of column 
d and 0.113 m. at the base of EM 10384a. 

8Note 1. 
9I arrived at this standard width, 0.45 m., by comparing all the extant fragments that preserve 

intact water channels on their backs, measured from the undisturbed lateral face of the original 
inscription to the furthest point on the properly dressed surface across the gutter. The narrowest 
(EM 10385, I.G., II2, 1627) measured 0.435 m. and the widest 0.45 m. (EM 10381, I.G., I12, 1632). 
The rest (nine others were measurable) averaged 0.442 m. This width is a minimum, and the wear 
on the recut edge may have reduced it slightly, so I have used the largest fragment for my 
calculations. 
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the two halves have been reunited,1 it is evident that very little stone was wasted 
between the newly prepared edges (about 0.10 m.), and that the original width of 
this stele was just about 1.00 m. The document of immediate concern here, I.G., 12, 
1628, was treated in the same way. We are fortunate to possess one small fragment 
of the left half of this stele from which another water channel was made (P1. 74, a)." 
Variations in the original thickness of these stones do not seem to have affected the 
procedure of re-use. Apparently it was a simple task to provide a deeper bedding for 
a channel made from a slab such as EM 10395 (I.G., IJ2,1607), whose extant thick- 
ness is 0.162 m., almost twice that of the one illustrated in the section, EM 10382. 

The only surfaces that received special attention in this re-use were those that 
formed the gutter itself and its ten-centimeter borders, with the exception of anathy- 
rosis on the ends to make a proper join at the gutter-bearing surface. Of the other 
surfaces, the undersides where our texts are located and the ones that preserved the 
original lateral face were not altered, while the opposite edges where the stele had 
been cut apart were dressed only a short distance along the surface of the break and 
then allowed to remain quite rough below that point. It seems likely that this side 
of the channel was intended to be covered with earth or some type of floor material. 
The present condition of the surfaces of the border areas shows the results of differing 
amounts of wear. Some are worn downv quite smooth while others, including EM 
10382 (I.G., II2, 1631), still preserve the marks of the 4ayayva that was used to 
prepare their surfaces. All the gutters proper show these traces. 

Through a fortunate circumstance the water channel into which our text had 
been transformed was placed where the edge of its " upper " end was so sheltered 
from wear that part of the original surface has survived, including a line of letters 
(P1. 74, b). I read this line as Xovrog:/- -]. It is evident from the size and spacing 
of the letters that this is part of the heading,12 specifically, the beginning of the second 
line. This may be the completion of the phrase, [--- - E't XpE ,ros 4'p] xovros :7[- -1] 
or part of a patronymic and demotic of one of the Eirq.EXrat' who were retiring from 
office. If I have read the punctuation correctly, the former alternative is preferable, 
since a stop regularly followed, not preceded, the demotic. It is probable that both 
the retiring and the incoming boards were listed in the conventional order of the tribes 
in this heading, each member having his patronymic and demotic as well. It is unlikely 

10 B6ckh himself, op. cit., pp. 17-18, was the first to see that these two sections, which had 
come to him as separate texts (Ross's I and K), formed a single document. Although he published 
them with two numbers (XV and XVI), he treated them as one text. 

It now forms lines 4-23 of column a. 
12 The letters are 0.006 m. high and occupy 0.009 m. lateral space. In the 0.006 m. space above 

this line I can find no traces of letters. The surface below has been worn very smooth, as has almost 
the entire surface to the right of the gutter. From the few traces that can be detected, it appears 
that there were four additional lines below these legible letters, then a small uninscribed space 
followed by the general text, 0.072 m. below the present upper edge. 
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that more than one line has been lost from the top since the columns on the better 
preserved face, which ought now to be called B, already have sizeable margins above 
them, except for the last, column d, which was the final column of entries in the 
entire text.'3 Furthermore, a six-line heading seems to be characteristic of the docu- 
ments of this period. We have two good examples, I.G., 12, 1623 (EM 8096), very 
probably from 334/3, and I.G., 112, 1631 (EM 10382), from 323/2, the latter newly 
discovered on the re-used back.'4 

I.G., 112, 1623 (EM 8096), probably from the year 334/3, offers the best pre- 
served surfaces of all the extant fragments of the fourth-century naval records, in 
spite of the fact that re-use has reduced it to a small fraction of its original size. It 
has somehow escaped conversion into a water channel, so its opisthographic nature 
has not been obscured. Its top and right lateral surfaces are clearly intact, and some 
of the rubrication survives in the names of ships and in several amounts of money 
that appear on face B. Its heading occupies six lines and includes the names, patrony- 
mics, and demotics of both the retiring and the incoming boards of officials listed in 
the conventional tribal order. Although only the right side of the heading appears, 
K6hler was able to restore the beginning quite satisfactorily: [ra8E wTapE8ocTav EIrlL- 

,u/EX-qra't rTOV VECpWV ot Er& KfrGKXE'ov( apxovroq _ .- 5 The listing of the first board 
continues through the end of line three, the second fills the last two and one-half 
lines, each of its officials listed in the dative case after the date by archon. K6hler 
stressed in particular that the texts of faces A and B were parts of the same docu- 
ment. He calculated also that there must originally have been eight columns on the 
obverse. This means that the original width of this stone must have been a little 
more than one meter,'6 like those whose widths were calculated from the size of the 
water channels. 

Since I.G., 112, -1623 comes from a time no more than eight years earlier than 
our text, I.G., 12, 1628, it has a natural importance as an example of the style of 
heading and general disposition of the text likely for the latter. This assumption 

13 The final column on the principal surface of I.G., 112, 1629 (EM 10383), the document 
of the very next year, is also about two centimeters closer to the top edge of the stele than the other 
columns, just as column d in our text. It is likely that such final columns had anomalous margins. 
On I.G., II2, 1623, where the original top is intact, the margins on the reverse face (B) are com- 
parable to those of our text. 

14 There are two other earlier headings among the fragments of the naval documents, but they 
are very different from the three now being considered. They are found on I.G., I12, 1607 (EM 
10395), dated securely to 373/2, and I.G., II2, 1611 (EM 10393), from 357/6. The former lists 
only the retiring board (in the order of the tribes with no patronymics) while the latter lists neither 
the old nor the new board of officials. 

15 Ath. Mitt., IV, 1879, pp. 79-89. 
16 Column a of face A is 0.131 m. wide and column b extends 0.115 m. to the preserved right 

edge of the stone. These dimensions would produce a stele of about 0.92 m.-1.04 m. in width; 
the larger size is the more probable. 
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received. striking confirmation from a careful inspection of the re-used surfaces in the 
hope of finding letters that might have survived. A survey of all the fragments 
reveals that most of their channel borders, worn smooth and further deteriorated by 
the elements, although giving some indication of having been inscribed, do not readily 
yield legible letters. Perhaps further effort may yet produce evidence for identifying 
parts of these lost texts. I.G., I12, 1631, a document of the year 32'3/2, is an extra- 
ordinary exception (P1. 74, d). It still bears more clearly than any of the others the 
scars of the bayayva that was used to roughen the surfaces and trim the gutters. 
Apparently one of the two channels into which this stele was converted (the one on the 
right half of the section, Figure 1) received less wear than the others. Near the 
top part of the fifth line of the heading has survived, as have scattered bits of the 
four previous lines."7 In the fifth line we have the conclusion of the patronymic and 
demotic of the new E'TLjEX-qT7 who probably belonged to the fourth tribe, Leontis: 

ca. 0.35 m. - -]Covg Oi : A[- ca. 0.58 m. - -] 

The large space below this line indicates that at least part of a sixth line was required 
to complete the roster of this board; for this reason the demotic cannot refer to a 
member from the eighth tribe, Hippothontis. Just before the preserved fragment of 
line five there must have been listed the members of the board from the first three 
tribes, who in turn were preceded by the names of the retiring board members with 
appropriate dating phrases and statements of purpose, as the evidence of I.G., 12, 
1623, indicates. 

Our understanding of the original size and composition of I.G., IIP, 1628, has 
become more precise. We may now say that the present reconstructed stele is only 
0.010-0.015 m. shorter than the original, a little over half as wide, and about the 
same thickness.18 It was inscribed on the two main faces, and not, I believe, on the 

The disposition of this heading can be recovered though little apart from line five can be 
read. The letters are 0.005-0.006 m. high and each line and its following space occupy 0.018 m. 
There is an upper margin of 0.007 m., and below line five an uninscribed area of 0.021 m. In line 
one I read only three letters with confidence: 

- ca. 0.35 m. -]ovr[- - - ca. 0.63 m. - - -] 
After tau there may have been omicron, but the chisel marks are confusing and even epsilon is 
possible. It is unfortunate that an additional notch was cut out of the back surface at the crucial 
spot in order to receive an angle rod in an earlier display arrangement in the museum. The surface 
to the right of this notch is worn and damaged. 

18 The original height, ca. 2.13 m., agrees almost exactly with the present height of I.G., I12, 
1631, but its original width was greater than that document's width. There seems to have been a 
little more space between the water channels in the re-use, since the mid-point falls in the middle 
of column a of our text, about 0.535 m. from the preserved right edge, giving a total width of 
about 1.07 m. There were seven columns of text across the reverse, each about 0.153 m. in width, 
including a small margin on the left. It is likely that the size and number of the columns on the 
obverse were similar, if we may judge by the evidence of I.G., 112, 1623. 
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lateral surfaces.1" The great amount of text, especially inventory, that B6ckh recog- 
nized was missing from the beginning of this document and from the others with 
which he compared it was inscribed on the other side of the same stele, that is, on the 
original obverse with its heading.20 

The consequences of finding the heading of these two texts on their re-used 
surfaces are important for this whole class of documents. The thicknesses of stones 
re-used in this manner are confirmed, for all practical purposes, as original. More- 
over, it is most likely that each of the stelai containing these texts was opisthographic. 
By this evidence alone we must conclude that the five documents that are so similar 
in size and shape, I.G., I12, 1627, 1628, 1629, 1631, and 1632, each of which lacks a 
heading on its better preserved side, were all opisthographic, free-standing, indepen.- 
dent stelai, originally more than two meters each in height, over one meter wide, and 
about ten centimeters, plus or minus, in thickness. 

We cannot limit this similarity in size and disposition of the texts to the period 
of the late 330's, the date of I.G., 12, 1623. There is evidence to the contrary that 
should be taken into account. As already mentioned (see above, note 4) I.G., II2 
1613 and 1614, both of which must now be dated to the year 353/2, have been joinecd 
to produce a combined height of 1.91 m., and their width was probably comparable 
to the others at about a meter or more. The thickness is slightly greater than the 
others, 0.14 m. at the base, but such variation seems to have been easily overcome. 
It seems likely that what made these stelai as a group so attractive for this adaptation 
was their size, i.e., the fact that each of them could be made into two water channels 
of proper width and length. As to the opisthographic format, we have a second 
example, which, after its initial publications, seems to have been poorly assessed. It 
is I.G., T12, 1615 (EM 7971), published first by Pittakys in a very confusing manner 
but with the explicit statement that there were some letters on the back.2' In his 
facsimile he mistakenly presented some letters as running vertically rather than 

"I I believe that the lateral faces were inscribed as a last resort, and, when this was necessary, 
the most natural procedure was to inscribe the right lateral of the reverse face immediately after 
finishing the reverse itself. If this face has been left uninscribed on a fragment (or only partly 
filled), it is good evidence that the other lateral face has been left blank as well. WVhere we have 
the left lateral of a reverse face preserved, it should end the text if it has been used at all. This 
is precisely what has been done on two fragments that I have recently joined, I.G., I12, 1613 (EM 
10392) and 1614 (EM 10390). These two fragments preserve a reverse surface (no heading), and 
their left lateral surface is inscribed about three-fourths of its length. Its last entries are summary 
totals of the different types of articles in the inventory, presented in a comprehensive manner. 
This summation begins at line 284 of 1613 and continues across the join to line 163 of 1614. 
I conclude from this that the right lateral of this reverse face was already filled with text. 

20 See his chart, op. cit., opposite p. 34, comparing the contents of his documents XI, XIII, XIV, 
XV XVI, and XVII (our I.G., II2, 1627, 1628, 1629, 1631, and 1632 respectively). 

21 'E4. 'ApX., 1853, pp. 835-840, nos. 1355, 1356. A. Rangabe, Antiquite's Helleniques, II, 
Athenes, 1855, pp. 1001-1007, nos 2343 A and B, criticizes the inaccurate references to the texts 
by the former editor, btt he accepts Pittakys' statement that the back was inscribed. 
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horizontally on the stone, and perhaps it was for this reason that no one seems to 
have believed himi. K6hler (and Kirchner following him) stated categorically pars 
aversa iscripta iton fuit in the preface to the text in I.G., II, 797 (and I.G., II2, 

1615). This is not so. The toothed chisel that was used to obliterate the letters on the 
present reverse missed a few at the very edge of the line of the final column, as well 
as a single delta that stands alone among the chisel marks some 0.32 m. from the 
right edge. As far as I can judge, these letters match those on the obverse in size 
and appearance. We have, then, another opisthographic fragment, this one dated in 
the mid-fifties, some twenty years earlier than our previous example.22 

There are two additional points that can be made. There is a distinct possibility 
that I.G., JJ2, 1604 and 1605, are parts of the same stele, and, if this is so, that it was 
also opisthographic. These two fragments are the earliest in the series. Secondly, 
one of the fragments from a fifth-century list of ships whose equipment was in good 
condition is opisthographic,23 though its two texts may be by different hands. It is 
indeed a spare record compared to the later texts but it is not too much to suggest 
that the format of an inventory had already been established by usage, and that it 
included an opisthographic disposition of the text when necessary. 

As a result of the foregoing discussion, we ought to amend slightly the generous 
judgment of Ross concerning the re-use of these stones. He wrote to Bockh as 
follows :24 

" Man fiihlt sich zuletzt gar den Erbauern der wunderlichen Saulenhalle 
zu Dank verpflichtet; denn hatten sie nicht die Inschriften zu der Wasserrinne 
verwandt, und wenigstens soviel Schonung bewiesen, die beschriebene Seite nach 
unten zu kehren, so m6chte von diesem wichtigen Document kaum eine Zeile auf 
unsere Zeit gekommen sein." 

These unknown builders did not really have the option of sparing these texts since 
both sides were equally vulnerable, but we can be grateful for an occasional careless 
chisel whose work has spared a few letters. 

DONALD R. LAING, JR. 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY 

22 In their most recent publication in I.G., II2, 1615-1619, tlhis group of texts has been given an 
indefinite place " post a. 358/7 " on the basis of their references to the trierarchic symmories which 
did not exist before that year. I should place 1615 and the three others now associated with it 
(see above, note 4) very close to the date of I.G., II2, 1611 (357/6), because of new evidence of 
close correspondence between their texts. 

23 S.E.G., X, 354 and perhaps also 355 whose reverse surface has not been preserved. 
24 B6ckh, op. cit., pp. xi-xii. 



PLATE 74 

a. I.G., 112 1628 as set up in E.M. 
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b. Remains of Heading of I.G., II2, 1628 

d. Remains of Heading of I. G., II2, 1631 
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DONALD R. LAING, JR.: A RECONSTRUCTION OF I.G., 112, 1628 
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